Germline Mismatch Repair (MMR) gene analyses from English NHS regional molecular genetics laboratories 1996-2020: development of a national resource of patient-level laboratory data


Supplementary Figures
Supplementary Figure 1. Comparison of counts of NHS germline MMR gene analyses in the NDRS germline MMR dataset and in CMGS/ACGS annual MMR testing activity audit data, by laboratory. **X-axis:** Financial years Apr 1998 – Mar 2022. **Y-axis:** Number of patients tested in a financial year. **Turquoise:** Counts of patients who have received NHS MMR analyses and are captured in the NDRS MMR dataset. **Orange:** MMR analyses counts in the CMGS/ACGS audit data. The CMGS/ACGS counts include all full-gene and targeted English NHS germline MMR analyses, but also include NHS patients in devolved nations, overseas, private, and research patients, and MSI analyses. No laboratory was able to extract the entirety of their historic MMR analysis data for submission to NDRS and the earliest years of data submitted to NDRS varied from 2000 to 2015. Both NDRS and CMGS/ACGS data included a small number of repeat MMR analyses for patients returning to clinical genetics services and receiving subsequent MMR gene analyses. Patients in the NDRS germline MMR dataset with >1 test episode = 439 (See Supplementary Methods).
Supplementary Figure 2. Number of patients receiving full gene germline MMR gene analyses of each MMR gene by year. For the small number of patients with multiple test episodes over different years, these analyses are included in the counts. Prior to 2017 the counts reflect activity in a subset of laboratories so national volumes of analyses for each gene can not be inferred from this figure.
Supplementary Figure 3. Availability of pseudo-IDs to facilitate linkage to cancer registrations by year. X-axis: Calendar years. Y-axis: Patient test episodes. (For patients with multiple test episodes, all test episodes are included in their respective years).